The degree and pattern of phylogenetic signal in primate long-bone structure.
Interspecific scaling is a fundamental tool for comparative studies of primate long-bone structure and adaptation. However, scaling analyses based on conventional statistical methods can lead to false positives regarding adaptive relationships when traits exhibit strong phylogenetic signal. This problem can be addressed through the use of phylogenetic comparative methods (PCMs). To date, PCMs have not been incorporated into comparative studies of primate long-bone structure because it has been assumed that long-bone structure is free of phylogenetic signal once appropriately scaled. To test this assumption, we evaluated the degree of phylogenetic signal in three types of long-bone structural traits (bone length, articular surface areas, and cross-sectional geometric properties) from 17 quadrupedal primate species. We compared the pattern of phylogenetic signal in raw trait values and residual trait values after regression against body mass, bone length, and the product of body mass x bone length. Our results show that significant phylogenetic signal is present in all traits before scaling, due in part to their strong covariance with body mass. After scaling, bone length still exhibits strong phylogenetic signal, but articular surface areas do not, and cross-sectional properties exhibit different levels of signal depending on the variable used to scale the data. These results suggest that PCMs should be incorporated into interspecific studies of bone length and perhaps cross-sectional geometric properties. Our results also demonstrate that tests for phylogenetic signal prior to implementing a PCM should focus on residual variance, not individual traits.